
 

 

SQUASH SHOES SHOULD NOT BE BLACK SOLED*, THEY SHOULD BE CLEAN & NOT WORN OUTSIDE & NON 
MARKING OTHERWISE...... 

 
OUR NEW COURT FLOOR (SEE  BELOW!)  ...................................... WILL LOOK LIKE THESE COURT FLOORS..... 

PLEASE NOTE: 
 

SQUASH SHOES SHOULD: 
 

1. NOT BE BLACK SOLED* 
 

2. BE NON MARKING 
 

3. NEVER BE WORN OUTSIDE 

Guests, more often than not, have 
poor shoes which mark courts 

 
Please ensure your guests have 

correct footwear...and pay a guest 
fee of only £2 

 
If guests turn up with poor 

footwear..please look under the seat 
panels in the bar seating and you will 

hopefully find a pair of appropriate 
shoes to borrow 

If any member has an old 
pair of squash shoes they 

can donate to the club, 
whatever size, please give 

to Nick or put under the 
seat in the bar 

 
Thanks 

 

Please do not walk from your car to the 

squash court in your squash shoes... grit on 

the bottom of the shoes will mark the court 

floors, especially tar and will also make the 

court slippy 

I appreciate that this sounds like a bit of a lecture...but we have a great 

facility and we just need to respect it. 

Cheap & cheerful squash shoes......Dunlop 
Court  & Hi Tec shoes under £19.50 
 
 
 
 

available from Sports Direct..................... 

However..for quality squash shoes which will last & really support 

your feet, go to club sponsor "IT Sports" on Clifton Moor. Ian will 
give you great advice  for all of your squash goods and a discount 
as you are a club member (Tel. 01904 693163) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lecture over!!!! But stay on the pc and 
email Nick, NOW, to say when you can  
help clean the courts....Nick needs 
more people on Saturday to help get a 
good start to the cleaning 
                 Thanks 

        

      Squash & Tennis Club BBQ 

 

 

Thanks to all who attended and especially 

 to Rachel  & Megan who did most of the 

 organising from the squash club side of 

the event... 

* There are a few black soled shoes that are non marking indoor squash  

court shoes but these have "Non Marking" printed on the sole.* 


